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UCCI RECEIVES ICRMT ROYALTY CHECK

M

r. Gregg Peterson, Plan Administrator for the

members. Royalties received by UCCI during 2020 total

UCCI sponsored insurance program Illinois
Counties

Risk

Management

approximately$1,365,000.

Trust
Developed by United Counties Council of Illinois

(ICRMT), has delivered the member school district

in 1983, Illinois Counties Risk Management Trust,

2020 royalty check to UCCI.

administered by Insurance Program Managers Group

President David Meyer accepted the check

(IPMG), has been the leader in providing insurance

in the amount of $303,000 on behalf of UCCI,

and risk management services to Illinois public entities,

and thanked Mr. Peterson and his staff for their
continuing hard work to keep the UCCI sponsored

including

insurance programs successful.

counties,

municipalities,

townships,

park

districts, special districts, public school districts and community

The insurance program royalties received by UCCI are the

colleges. ICRMT offers a full line of coverage options, including property,

source of funds that allows UCCI to provide services and

liability, and workers’ compensation, as well as employee health programs

programs to county boards across the state … education

designed to meet the needs of the participants.

programs, training seminars, dues refunds, all at no cost to
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August 28, 2020

ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH PROVIDES
GUIDANCE FOR STATE POLLING LOCATIONS

C

HICAGO – In preparation for the 2020 elections, the Illinois

All locations will have signage to encourage voters to wear

Department of Public Health (IDPH) has issued guidance

masks and maintain a distance of 6 feet, while inside the

to protect the safety and health of voters as they cast

polling places. If voters show up to a polling place without one,

ballots at polling locations throughout the state during early

voting and Election Day.

election authorities are required to offer them a face covering

The “COVID-19 Guidance for

outside of the polling place. Polling booths will be set up at

Election Polling Places” guidance can be found here.

least 6 feet apart and foot traffic will be one-directional.

“Voting is a right and a privilege,” said IDPH Director Dr. Ngozi

Additional recommended preventative actions in the guidance

Ezike. “While the safest way to cast a ballot this year is voting

include using Plexiglas barriers between election officials and

by mail, we are and will continue to take the necessary steps to
ensure that Illinoisans can exercise their right to vote in person, in

voters, large print instructions to facilitate communication,

the safest possible environments during this COVID-19 pandemic.”

routine cleaning of frequently touched surfaces, and polling
place personnel to remind voters to maintain physical distance.

In accordance with the guidance, all local election authorities

While election officials are prohibited from preventing a voter

will be required to develop written COVID-19 prevention plans
for all polling sites within their jurisdiction. Plans will contain

without a face covering from casting a ballot, the guidance

specific COVID-19 safety and training instructions along with the

requires they take every reasonable action to separate

names of individuals responsible for implementation of the plan.

noncompliant voters, ensuring they are socially distanced from
those voters who are compliant.

Election authorities are being strongly encouraged to relocate
polls previously housed in long-term care facilities and senior

h t t p s : //w w w 2 . i l l i n o i s . g ov/ I I S News /2 2 0 2 3 - I D P H _ P rov i d e s _

living residences to protect voters and residents – particularly

Guidance_for_State_Polling_Locations.pdf

those who are most vulnerable.
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ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTHCARE AND FAMILY SERVICES
PROVIDER NOTICE

T

his

provider

notice

includes

information about the application
for and distribution of CARES Act

funds (CARES payments) as appropriated by
the Illinois General Assembly on July 1, 2020.
The

Illinois

General

Assembly

has

appropriated federal CARES Act funding to
HFS for State Fiscal Year 2021. These CARES
payments are intended to provide support
to Medicaid providers as the Coronavirus
Disease

(COVID-19)

Public

Health

Emergency continues to unfold. They may
be used to offset COVID-19 related costs
from March 1 through December 30, 2020,
such as hazard pay for direct care workers,
personal protective equipment purchases,
and

other

previously

unbudgeted

expenditures. These appropriations from

Centers, will receive

first-round

CARES

complete

subaward

agreements, which

payments automatically through a newly

they will receive from the Department either

developed funding methodology specific

upon submission of their application or

to respective appropriations. Other provider

upon automatic receipt of first-round CARES

types will be required to use the portal to

payments per the newly developed funding

complete an advance online application for

methodology, depending on provider type.

the first round of CARES payments. Details
regarding specific calculation methodologies
and awards by provider will be posted on the
Department’s website when available.

Completed grant agreements must be
executed in order to utilize all CARES
payments.
CARES

The

payment

agreement
program,

details

the

permissible

the General Assembly come in addition to

Use of the portal will be required for all

uses of the dollars, reporting requirements,

federal CARES Act funding that the Illinois

provider types during the second and any

and requirements for compliance. These

Department of Human Services has already

potential subsequent rounds of funding.

agreements will help ensure fund recipients

distributed directly to many Illinois Medicaid

Providers receiving CARES payments will

and HFS are accountable in reporting the

provider partners and what some partners

also be required to submit reports through

usage of all funds. If for any reason an

have received directly from federal sources.

the portal. This portal will mitigate risk and

organization cannot or will not execute the

provide accountability for entities receiving

agreement, the CARES payment must be

CARES payments and the State of Illinois by

returned immediately to HFS.

ensuring compliance with federal mandates

CARES Payments Timeline

To aid providers in receiving their CARES
payments,

the

Illinois

Department

Healthcare

and

Family

Services

of

(HFS)

together with its contractor Ernst & Young
(EY)

established

automatic

funding

methodologies and application procedures
for the first round of CARES payments.
New Application Portal and
Automatic Funding
A streamlined portal will be launched
through which recipient entities may apply
for CARES payments. Many provider types,

and requirements. Additional information
about accessing the portal when it is
launched will be posted at https://www.
illinois.gov/hfs/Pages/coronavirus.aspx.
For

questions

about

portal

access

For these unprecedented appropriations,
HFS plans to stand up its CARES payment
system and initiate the first round of funding
in mid- September. With the establishment

or

of these new funding methodologies and the

CARES payments, please contact the HFS

creation of the new subaward agreements,

Bureau of Fiscal Operations via e-mail at

this first round of CARES payments is on

HFS.CARES@illinois.gov

track to meet that projection.

Subaward Agreements

such as safety net hospitals, long-term care

To meet federal requirements, all CARES

facilities and Federally Qualified Health

payment recipients will be required to
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The second and any potential subsequent rounds of CARES

with compliance and documentation on provider’s use of

payments will come later in the fall. While we will continue to share

CARES payments; and assist with final reports and wrap-up at

information through traditional notices, we will also be posting

the conclusion of the funding period. EY will also help HFS with

updates at:: https://www.illinois.gov/hfs/Pages/coronavirus.aspx

compliance with federal requirements on behalf of the state and

Process, Methodology, and Accountability

track the distribution of funds.

Since the Illinois General Assembly appropriations became

HFS will make final funding and policy decisions based on federal

effective on July 1, 2020, HFS immediately began preparing for

and state laws, regulations, and guidance. Providers will be

the unprecedented distribution of CARES payments as fairly and

funded through a methodology developed by the Department to

efficiently as possible, taking care to develop appropriate funding

ensure fair, efficient, and accountable use of appropriated CARES

methodologies for different provider types in full compliance with

payments for each provider type. HFS will consider the amount

federal regulations governing the use of CARES payments.

of COVID-related funding providers receive directly from the

HFS procured a contract with Ernst & Young (EY) to aid in this

federal government. Amounts received in the first round of funding

effort and followed best practices to develop a methodology for
distributing CARES payments based on targeted needs and as

may not equal the amount received in second and any potential

appropriated by the Illinois General Assembly.

subsequent rounds of funding.

EY will help HFS gather provider data, documentation, and

-Theresa Eagleson, Director

affirm eligibility; assist with funding recommendations; assist

ILLINOIS EARLY VOTING
10 ILCS 5/19A-15 and 10 ILCS 5/19A-20. Illinois will start early voting 40 days prior to election day. 40th day before election for
temporary polling locations and 15th day before election for permanent locations to the end of the day.
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August 31, 2020

2O2O U.S. CENSUS

T

DEADLINE TO BE COUNTED IS SEPTEMBER 30, 2020
he 2020 Census is more than a population count. It’s an
opportunity to shape your community’s future. Through your
social media channels, your voice can make a difference.

Health clinics. Fire departments. Schools. Even roads and
highways. The census can shape many different aspects of
your community.
o Census results help determine how billions of dollars in
federal funding flow into states and communities each year.
o The results determine how many seats in Congress each
state gets.
o It’s mandated by the U.S. Constitution in Article 1, Section 2:
The U.S. has counted its population every 10 years since 1790.
It’s quick and easy. The 2020 Census questionnaire will take
about 10 minutes to complete.
It’s safe, secure, and confidential. Your information and privacy

Click Here to Complete your online questionnaire.

are protected.

https://www.unitedcounties.com/News/77/2020-US-

Deadline to complete the census is September 30, 2020.

Census-Deadline-to-be-Counted-is-September-30-2020/

GET THE WORD OUT … EVERYONE’S PARTICIPATION IS

news-detail/

IMPORTANT & NEEDED

UN I T E D CO U N TIES COUNCIL OF ILLINOIS

217.544.5585
UCCI@unitedcounties.com
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June 9, 2020

THE FALL VETO SESSION IS
SCHEDULED FOR NOVEMBER 17-19
AND DECEMBER 1-3

H

ouse Majority Leader Greg Harris and Leader Kelly Burke

STATE BUDGET

(D) sent a joint letter to members of the General Assembly

Governor Pritzker directed state agencies to prepare for 5 percent

outlining possible changes to ethics and lobbying laws, as

cuts to budgets this year and potentially 10 percent for Fiscal Year

being considered by the Joint Commission on Ethics and Lobbying

2022, without additional federal COVID-19 relief funding for state

Reform. The document is meant to facilitate conversations on what
recommendations should be included in a comprehensive ethics

governments. Calling it a “nightmare scenario,” Pritzker said that 5

reform package, possibility for the Fall Veto Session or early spring.

percent cuts would mean “thousands of people” would get laid off.

Major points include:

Budget plans are due October 2. According to the Commission of

• Expanding required lobbyist registration

Government Forecasting and Accountability, Illinois has a revenue
shortfall of $1.1 billion attributed to the pandemic. The state

• Lobbyist compensation public disclosure

already has a $5 billion budget deficit for FY20, now bolstered

• One-year ban on former legislators and high-level staff as lobbyists

through potential borrowing from the Federal Reserve which has

• New Inspector General for lobbyists

to be repaid in three years.

• Strengthen conflict of interest laws
Illinoisans spent $62 million in sports betting from March through
• Expand Legislative Ethics Commission and Inspector General

July with only two sportsbooks then open, Rivers Casino and

• Term limits for legislative leaders

Argosy Casino Alton. Books have since opened at five more

• Independent commission for legislative redistricting

casinos and at Hawthorne Race Course. Soccer has been the most

State Representative Andre Thapedi filed HB 5831 in the in the

popular betting sport, followed by baseball, boxing, mixed martial

Illinois House this month. The bill amends the Wind Farm Division

arts, golf, and basketball.

of the Illinois Municipal Code. Changes the name of the Division to

LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT MAP

the Alternative Energy and Storage Division. Allows a municipality
to own and operate a photovoltaic generation farm, energy

According to the state constitution, the General Assembly must

storage facility, or biomass-fired combined heat and power plant

redraw the legislative district map for the House and Senate by May

that directly or indirectly reduces the energy or other operating

31, 2021. If the legislature fails to agree on a map, then an eight-

costs of the municipality. Allows a municipality to ask for the

person bipartisan committee is named to draw the map. However,

assistance of any State agency in obtaining financing options for

Democrats will likely have supermajority control of both the House

such operations.

and Senate and a Democrat governor to approve a map by June 1.

State Representative Mary Flowers filed HB 5829 in the House
Any map will assuredly be questioned in the courts and eventually

as well recently. The legislation amends the Local Records Act.
Provides that a Local Records Commission may not destroy

presented to the Illinois Supreme Court to verify its constitutionality.

public records concerning complaints alleging misconduct by law

The Supreme Court is now dominated by Democrat judges (4-

enforcement officers without prior permission from the Attorney

3), but two key races, the retention of Justice Kilbride in the 3rd

General. Provides that the requirements of the Section may not be

District (D) and replacing retiring Chief Justice Lloyd Karmeier (R)

waived or modified by a collective bargaining agreement or any

in the 5th District could impact the Court’s makeup.

other agreement. Defines “law enforcement officer”.
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PRITZKER ADMINISTRATION PROVIDES $156 MILLION IN
GRANTS TO 4,686 CHILD CARE AND EARLY CHILDHOOD
PROVIDERS AMIDST ONGOING COVID-19 PANDEMIC
APPLICATIONS FOR SECOND ROUND OF GRANTS TOTALING $114 MILLION AVAILABLE IN COMING WEEKS

priority as we work toward economic recovery and getting families

Springfield, Ill. — Governor JB Pritzker and the Illinois Department
of Human Services (IDHS) today announced that over $156

back to work. I am humbled to think of all the children

million in BIG funding has been provided to 4,686 child

who will benefit from this latest round of BIG grants.

care providers across Illinois facing challenges

Working in conjunction with DCEO, we are fully

as a result of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.

committed to help childcare businesses across

The first round of funding helped child care

the state get every dollar possible to help

centers and homes in 95 counties across the

rebuild after an unimaginable pandemic,” said

state. Forty-seven percent of the grant funds

Illinois Department of Human Services (IDHS)

were awarded to childcare programs located

Secretary Grace Hou.

in areas that have been disproportionately

“Under the leadership of Governor Pritzker,

impacted by COVID-19.

Illinois has acted swiftly to provide businesses

“Anyone who knows anything about what it takes

across the state with supports needed to offset

to raise a family knows that without quality, affordable

their losses, prepare for a safe reopening and put our

child care, there is no economic opportunity for working

state economy back on track,” said Erin Guthrie, Director of

parents, and especially working mothers. That’s why – even

the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity

in these incredibly difficult economic times – Illinois directed

(DCEO). “These latest BIG grants for childcare providers are crucial

federal pandemic response dollars to helping child care providers

as Illinois works to reopen our state safely, and bring more of our

operate in safer, smaller group sizes without needing to impose

residents back to work. Working in partnership with IDHS and

large tuition increases on families,” said Governor JB Pritzker. “To

businesses across the state, we will continue to leverage the

date, I’m proud to say that over half of that funding has already

equity framework provided through these programs to ensure that

been distributed – including over $65,000 to Christian Child Care.

businesses from every community across our state have a shot

Remaining on track to become the best state in the nation to raise

at emergency relief dollars that will help them make ends meet.”

young children is achievable, even in these difficult times. Holding

“Christian Child Care is a licensed, nationally accredited, ExceleRate

ourselves to the highest standards when it comes to our youngest

Illinois Gold Quality center.

children is vital to strengthening the social and economic fabric of

Proudly, CCC has been serving

Logan County for over 30 years. 2020 has been a different year.

our state and our nation.”

Operating under a pandemic has thrown everyone a curveball,

An additional $114 million in grants will be available for child care

but CCC continues to serve Logan County with best practices

providers across the state through the Business Interruption Grants

and supports early childhood education efforts. As a recipient of

(BIG) program, the second round of funding dedicated to supporting

the Illinois Child Care Restoration Grant, we are pleased to host

child-care centers and homes. Grantees eligible for funding include

the Governor as he shares information regarding the Child Care

childcare centers and family childcare homes that are licensed by

Restoration Grant, and how it has impacted child care and early

the Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) and are

childhood education overall,” said Libby Canady, Christian Child

currently open and serving children in their communities. IDHS is

Care Program Director.

partnering with the Illinois Network of Child Care Resource and
Referral Agencies (INCCRRA) to distribute the grants. Applications

In addition to BIG funding, the administration is utilizing federal

will be available online in the coming weeks at https://www.

relief dollars to support early childhood programs. The Illinois

ilgateways.com/financial-opportunities/restoration-grants.
“Governor Pritzker clearly recognizes the importance of investing

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

in childcare, teachers, our children and caregivers, which are a top
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State Board of Education (ISBE) dedicated $10 million of Governor

childhood educators and caregivers to promote young children’s

Pritzker’s Emergency Education Relief Fund to early childhood

healthy social and emotional development; $182,258 to increase the

education providers. The funding includes $9 million for Early

Infant/Early Childhood Mental Health consultant workforce; and

Childhood Block Grant programs in Illinois communities that have

$370,000 to the University of Chicago Behavioral Insights and Parenting

been most heavily impacted by the pandemic. Programs can use

Lab to create a text messaging program to deliver educational prompts

the additional resources to supply parents and families with hands-

and reminders to parents whose children are enrolled in Preschool for

on home learning materials, purchase technology to support

All and Preschool for All – Expansion programs.

remote learning, purchase personal protective equipment, provide

In accordance with the latest guidelines from the Illinois

staff members with stipends to work beyond contractual hours, and

Department of Public Health, all childcare programs must operate

support the implementation of remote home visiting services.

at approximately 30% reduced capacity in Phases 3 & 4 of Governor

“Every educator will tell you that these early years are profoundly

Pritzker’s Restore Illinois plan to allow for social distancing.

important to long-term outcomes for our children,” said State

Governor Pritzker and the Illinois General Assembly directed

Superintendent of Education Dr. Carmen I. Ayala. “These dollars

a minimum of $270 million of the state’s Coronavirus Urgent

represent an investment not only in the families of our essential

Remediation Emergency (CURE) Fund to support the economic

workers, but also in the healthy future of our communities.”

health of child care providers as the Illinois economy begins to

ISBE also granted $450,792 to the Pyramid Model Consortium,

safely reopen.

which supports a framework of evidence-based practices for early

COVID-19 UPDATE

A

ll information pertaining to the Coronavirus Response from

almost half of all people surveyed reported serious problems

the governor’s office and agencies can be found here.

with finances during the pandemic.

Illinois currently has had a total of 255,643 cases, including 8,242

A private fund formed last spring to provide relief to Illinois

deaths. The statewide weekly positivity rate is 3.8 percent, its

communities

lowest since July 26. Region 7 (Will and Kankakee County) is

distributed $31 million to over 1,650 organizations since March,

seeing its positivity rate decline below 8 percent, but the added

but the fund will wind down its operations. The fifth and final

mitigations will continue. The metroeast area is still seeing a

round of grants, totaling $7.5 million, is focusing on minority

high 9.9 percent positivity rate.

communities in central and southern Illinois. The fund raised

impacted

by

the

COVID-19

pandemic

has

$30.8 million.

NPR reports that in the largest four cities in the United States

The state is receiving another $16.6 million in federal grants

(New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Houston), at least half

to connect 1,300 unemployed with training and jobs. More

of the people have experienced a loss of job or reduction in

information is available at Illinois.gov

wages or work hours with the coronavirus, many of which are
concentrated among Black and Latino households. Nationally,
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STATE OF ILLINOIS ANNOUNCES $16.6 MILLION INVESTMENT
TO HELP CONNECT RESIDENTS WITH 1,300 POSITIONS
CREATED IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19

C

HICAGO – Governor JB Pritzker joined the Illinois

Governor JB Pritzker. “This federal funding – made possible by

Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity

the Department of Labor’s Employment Recovery and Disaster

(DCEO), the Chicago Cook Workforce Partnership (The

Recovery Grant programs – will help us address a goal for

Partnership), and local officials at Cara Chicago today to highlight a

reinvigorating our economy that is two-fold — returning more

new $16.6 million investment to expand job opportunities for Illinoisans

of our residents to the job while simultaneously addressing new

who have become unemployed as a result of or during the COVID-19

economic demands brought on by COVID-19.”

pandemic. Through two new grants received from the U.S. Department

The recently announced workforce training programs will provide

of Labor, the State of Illinois will distribute funding to place, train and

out-of-work Illinoisans with new skills, allowing them to access jobs

hire nearly 1,300 residents for an array of jobs.

in industries that are central to the statewide economic recovery.

To expand workforce training and hiring, DCEO is implementing

Funded positions include COVID-19 recovery-related temporary

new programs to support workers dislocated during the

jobs to help mitigate COVID-19 in communities, such as contact

COVID-19 crisis, with funding from federal programs created in

tracers, COVID-19 protocol workers, building sanitization workers,

response to the COVID-19 pandemic, including an $8.3 million

temperature screeners, and food preparation and distribution

grant from Disaster Recovery Grant Program and an $8.3 million

workers identified by local communities.

grant from the Employment Recovery Grant – both part of the

“We must step up to support our communities—especially those

National Dislocated Worker Program. The grants are focused

that have been hit the hardest—as we continue responding to

on leveraging dislocated workers in employment and training

and recovering from COVID-19. Today’s investment will not only

to assist with local disaster relief programs and in demand

work to assist Chicagoans who’ve been displaced by COVID-19

industries connected to the ongoing crisis.

by providing them with jobs but it’ll also build on the work of our

“Yesterday, in Rockford, I announced one way in which we’re

Racial Equity Rapid Response Team, which is designed to lift up

lifting people up all around the state in these difficult times:

and invest in communities of color that are most vulnerable to

a new $16.6 million investment to expand job opportunities

this disease,” said Mayor Lori E. Lightfoot. “With the creation of

for Illinoisans who have become unemployed in the COVID-19

these jobs, we are giving Chicago’s communities and businesses

pandemic – to place, train and hire nearly 1,300 people for an
array of jobs across the state – including approximately 700 right

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

here in Chicago Cook Workforce Partnership’s jurisdiction,” said

9

the assistance and support they need to stay afloat during these

“The $8 million in funding the Chicago Cook Workforce

uncertain times. We are excited to work with The Partnership,

Partnership is receiving will expand the work of our CBOs and

DCEO, and organizations like Cara as we continue to create

create nearly 700 new positions for people who have lost their

pathways to longer-term, sustainable career opportunities.”

jobs during these challenging times,” said Karin M. Norington-

The State will distribute funding to 12 Local Workforce Innovation

Reaves, CEO of The Partnership.

Areas (LWIAs) spanning 7 regions across Illinois. State of Illinois

temporary positions that will support those affected by the

LWIAs represent employers, local government, community

pandemic. In addition, people employed through this initiative

colleges, and community-based organizations which partner

will have access to our workforce development system to ensure

with DCEO to provide year-round training and support to

they can connect to permanent employment, while obtaining in-

communities across the state.

demand skills and support.

DCEO will partner with local workforce agency partners to assist

The Partnership received a total of $8 million in grants, including

with filling roles in high need industry areas evolving as a result

$4.27 in disaster recovery grants and $3.87 million in economic

of COVID-19. The 1,300 positions represent a mix of new and

recovery grants. Leveraging its disaster recovery grants,

existing roles – with Disaster Recovery grants supporting contact
tracers,

community health

coordinators,

food

“These dollars will fund

the Partnership selected Cara Connects, a mission-driven

distribution

staffing firm, as one project worksite to provide humanitarian

and emergency pantry workers, and COVID-19 custodians.

assistance employment as part of the COVID-19 Disaster

Employment Recovery grant funds will be leveraged to seek out

Recovery initiative. Training will be conducted in partnership

low-wage dislocated workers and provide vocational training

with the Northwest Side Housing Center in Belmont-Cragin.

and work-based learning that provides skills and competencies

All training and hiring will focus on inclusion of residents from

in expanding occupations and industries connected to the

neighborhoods?disproportionately impacted by the pandemic.

COVID-19 response.

“As a social enterprise of Cara, the mission of Cara Connects is

“The investments we’re making today will help grow jobs and

to unlock the power and purpose within our communities and

bring more Illinoisans back to work while helping respond to key

ourselves,” said Cara President & CEO Maria Kim. “Thanks to the

needs created by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic,” said DCEO

leadership of organizations like Northwest Side Housing Center

Director Erin Guthrie. “While Illinois faced record high levels of
unemployment earlier this year, Governor Pritzker’s investments

and the Chicago Cook Workforce Partnership, we are ensuring

in workforce and continued focus on the public health response

that mission is lived out, as we take this big step in the fight

will help us start to make continued progress in bringing people

against the dual pandemics of poverty and COVID-19. Through

back to work and regaining our economy.

this investment, not only will our residents feel the confidence
that comes from the power of a job, our region will feel the

The LWIAs will identify local community-based workforce
organizations

renewal that comes from communities getting back to work. We

to assist with filling roles in high need industry

areas evolving as a result of COVID-19.

couldn’t be more proud to be a part of this critical solution.”

The 1,300 positions

represent a mix of new and existing roles – with Disaster

Training and hiring for new workforce programs is expected

Recovery grants supporting contact tracers, community health

to begin this fall, with start time of each program varying by

coordinators, food distribution and emergency pantry workers,

location. Participants will either undergo some form of training

and COVID-19 custodians. Employment Recovery grant funds

and/or receive supportive services, with many entering the

will be leveraged to seek out low-wage dislocated workers

job shortly after being trained. Local workforce agencies will

and provide vocational training and work-based learning that

prioritize applicants impacted by layoff or termination during

provides skills and competencies in expanding occupations and

the COVID-19 crisis at the time of their application.

industries connected to the COVID-19 response.

A full list of COVID-19 workforce training grantees as well as their

The Chicago Cook Workforce Partnership, the LWIA for Chicago

program offerings is available on the DCEO website as well as

and Cook County, is receiving two grants totaling $8 million.

Get Hired Illinois– the state’s one-stop-shop portal to connect

These grants will support a total of up to 700 participants

Illinoisans with available training and hiring opportunities with

throughout Chicago and Cook County, including those who have

growing industries during the COVID-19 crisis.

lost jobs due to COVID-19.
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24 ILLINOIS COUNTIES AT WARNING
LEVEL FOR CORONAVIRUS DISEASE

S

PRINGFIELD

and clubs, weddings and funerals, longterm

to help slow spread of the virus, including

Department of Public Health (IDPH)

care

centers,

increasing testing opportunities, stressing

today reported 24 counties in Illinois

manufacturing plants, schools, and cases

the importance of testing to providers,

are considered to be at a warning level for

among the community at large. General

hiring additional contact tracers, working

novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19). A

transmission of the virus in the community

with schools, meeting with local leaders,

county enters a warning level when two or

is also increasing.

and educating businesses and large venues

more COVID-19 risk indicators that measure

Public health officials are observing people

about the importance of mitigation measures.

the amount of COVID-19 increase.

not social distancing, gathering in large

Twenty-four counties are currently reported

groups, and not using face coverings.

at a warning level – Bond, Bureau, Cass,

Some

Clinton,

Cumberland,

convenient testing before people become

DeWitt, Edwards, Effingham, Greene, Jasper,

symptomatic. In some counties, local law

Jo Daviess, Lawrence, Madison, Marion,

enforcement and states’ attorneys are not

Rock Island, St. Clair, Shelby, Washington,

enforcing important mitigation measures

Wayne, Williamson, Wabash, and Union.

like social distancing and the wearing of face

Although the reasons for counties reaching

coverings. Additionally, some people refuse

a warning level varies, some of the common

to participate in contact tracing and are not

factors

providing information on close contacts or

Coles,

for an

–

The

Crawford,

increase

in

Illinois

cases

and

facilities,

correctional

communities

lack

access

to

outbreaks are associated with university

answering the phone.

and college parties as well as college sports

Several counties are taking swift action

teams, large gatherings and events, bars

and

implementing

mitigation
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measures

IDPH

uses

numerous

indicators

when

determining if a county is experiencing
stable COVID-19 activity, or if there are
warning signs of increased COVID-19 risk
in the county. A county is considered at
the warning level when at least two of
the following metrics triggers a warning.
• New cases per 100,000 people. If there
are more than 50 new cases per 100,000
people in the county, this triggers a warning.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

• Number of deaths. This metric indicates a warning when the

• Tests performed. This metric is used to provide context and

weekly number of deaths

indicate if more testing is needed in the county.

increases more than 20% for two consecutive weeks.

• Clusters. This metric looks at the percent of COVID-19 cases

• Weekly test positivity. This metric indicates a warning when the

associated with clusters or outbreaks and is used to understand

7-day test positivity rate rises above 8%.

large increase in cases.

• ICU availability. If there are fewer than 20% of intensive care units

These metrics are intended to be used for local level awareness

available in the region, this triggers a warning.

to help local leaders, businesses, local health departments, and

• Weekly emergency department visits. This metric indicates

the public make informed decisions about personal and family

a warning when the weekly percent of COVID-19-like-illness

gatherings, as well as what activities they choose to do. The metrics

emergency department visits increase by more than 20% for two
consecutive weeks.

are updated weekly, from the Sunday-Saturday of the prior week.

• Weekly hospital admissions. A warning is triggered when the

A map and information of each county’s status can be found on the

weekly number of hospital admissions for COVID-19-like-illness

IDPH website at https://www.dph.illinois.gov/countymetrics.

increases by more than 20% for two consecutive weeks.

CORONAVIRUS DISEASE 2019 (COVID-19)
WHAT ILLINOIS IS DOING

P

rotecting the health, safety, and wellbeing of Illinoisans is

Illinois has seen an unprecedented number of unemployment

Governor Pritzker’s top priority. The administration continues

claims during this challenging time — over half a million claims in

to work closely with local health departments, county

the five-week period from March 1 to April 4. The administration has

officials and federal partners to put systems in place to respond

moved swiftly to meet this increased demand and expand access

to COVID-19. This website will provide the latest news releases

to benefits during this time. Read about the Administration’s Efforts

related to coronavirus, video archives of press conferences and

to Expand Access and Eligibility for Unemployment Insurance.

tips from leading experts to keep you and your family safe.

Click Here to view the county map

WHAT’S GOING ON IN YOUR COUNTY?
WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU!
If you have an article you would like shared in the
next newsletter, email Ryan at

Ryan@FrontlineCo.com
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NACO EVENTS

DOING BUSINESS WITH NASA: A VIRTUAL EVENT
WITH NASA’S MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
Sep. 22, 2020 , 2:00 pm – 3:00 pm

Learn how your county’s industry and academic institutions can
work with NASA and its prime contractors and the resources
and guidelines for your community workforce to obtain
subcontracting opportunities. Successful partnerships generate
a strong economic impact in the local community and are
integral to accomplishing NASA missions.
Presented by NASA’s Office of Small Business Programs, whose
mission is to promote and integrate small businesses into the
competitive base of contractors that pioneer the future of space
exploration, scientific discovery and aeronautics research.
Click here to register.
Contact Alana Hurley
(202) 942-4225 ahurley@naco.org

FAST FORWARD TO DIGITAL: GOVERNMENT
BILLING AND PAYMENT TRENDS BY GENERATIONS
Oct. 7, 2020 , 2:00 pm – 3:00 pm
Billing and payment preferences for citizens are evolving,
a trend that was true before COVID and that has been
accelerated by the pandemic. Now, with the push to
move services online, local officials must understand how
preferences and security concerns differ across generations,
what new payment methods are emerging and how to serve
all citizens within the county. This webinar, developed in
partnership with ACI Worldwide and the National Association
of County Collectors, Treasurers, and Finance Officers, will
address these issues and share consumer research findings on
each topic.
Click here to register.
Contact Jack Peterson
(202) 661-8805 JPeterson@naco.org

Click Here to view NACo’s events and education page.
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UNITED COUNTIES COUNCIL OF ILLINOIS

217.544.5585

UCCI@unitedcounties.com

www.unitedcounties.com

UNITED COUNTIES COUNCIL OF ILLINOIS
OFFICERS/EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBERS
David Meyer, President
WA S H I N GTO N C O U N T Y
Joseph Payette, Secretary

David Zimmerman, Vice President

CARROLL COUNTY

TA Z E W E L L C O U N T Y

Matthew Prochaska

P.E. Cross, Treasurer

KENDALL COUNTY

H A M I LT O N C O U N T Y

Samuel L. Newton

Mark Kern

STEPHENSON COUNTY

S T. C L A I R C O U N T Y

WHAT’S GOING ON IN YOUR COUNTY?
WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU!
If you have an article you would like shared in the
next newsletter, email Ryan at

Ryan@FrontlineCo.com
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